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Abstract:The cold battery is a heat exchanger between two 

fluids, air (secondary fluid) and iced water (primary fluid).The 

cold battery is composed of two heat exchangers in series, one 

of which is made up of flat-plate in galvanized steel serving as 

a reservoir for the iced water and the other one a copper shell-

and-tube exchanger with aluminum cooling blades. The two 

heat exchangers are connected to a pipe of the same diameter. 

These pipes will permit the transit of the icy water coming from 

the flat-plate heat exchanger by gravitation towards the tubes 

of the second exchanger [1]. The good operation of this cold 

battery depends on the knowledge of its operating point. We 

are proposing a technique of determination of the operating 

point by using one of the two fluids (water or air) and the 

efficiencies [2, 3].The Knowledge of that operating point will 

enable us, through experimental means, determine the mean 

surface temperatureand then determine the mean surface 

enthalpy from the specific heat capacity at saturation obtained 

from the linearization of the entrance and exit air temperatures 

on the saturation curves. 

I. Introduction 

The battery is composed of two heat exchangers connected in 

series: the flat-plate and the shell-and-tube exchangers. 

The axial suction of air by the fan passes in cross-flow the 

shell-and-tube heat exchanger in which flows an iced water 

before being pushed radially by the fan under the flat-plate 

containing the iced water. The global heat transfer is the sum of 

the heat exchanged by the two heat exchangers of the cold 

battery.  

The modeling will be done in a humid mode that is the 

temperature of the surface of the battery is very low compared 

with the dew temperature of air. The cooling allows the 

condensation of water vapor [2]. 

This condensation temperature is called equivalent mean 

surface temperature of the cold battery. That is the minimum air 

temperature if the heat transfer was ideal. 

To know the performance of the battery, it is necessary to 

know its operating point and its mean surface temperature. Let 

us note that the knowledge of these parameters is necessary for 

the characterization of the cold battery. 

The battery is conceived in such a way that the flat-plate heat 

exchanger operates in a cross-flow system while the shell-in-

tube one operates in a counter flow system. 

 
Figure 1: Cold battery with two heat exchangers 

E1: Flat-plate heat exchanger 

E2: Tube heat exchanger 

V1: Flow rate regulator valve 

V2: Inlet valve to the water fountain 

R: Water reservoir 

II. Hypotheses [4, 5] 

 

• The variables (fluid temperatures) are dependent on their axial 

positions. 

• The specific heat capacities are constant during the process. 

• The heat transfers are all convective. 

• The heat exchanger is thermally isolated from its surrounding. 

• There is no heat loss during the transmission of fluids between 

the two heat exchangers. 

• We assume that the enthalpy of air at saturation is a linear 

function of temperature within the range of temperatures in 

consideration. 

 

III. Determination of the overall heat flux. 

 

The overall flux is the sum of the two flux Φ1 andΦ2because 

the two heat exchangers are in series. 

𝜙 = 𝜙1 + 𝜙2                  4                                                         

Φ1: flux due to the shell-in-tube exchanger. 
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Φ2 : flux due to the flat-plate heat exchanger. 

III.1. Determination of the battery efficiency. 

By introducing the number of transfer units NTU
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And that of the cross flow one as: 
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Where,  
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Knowing the two efficiencies we can find a relationship between 

the three efficiencies: 
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E is the efficiency of the double heat exchanger battery.  

III.2. Determination of the operating point 

The determination of the operating point consists of 

determining the flow rate of water or that of the air. This can be 

achieved by using one of the two fluids.  

a. Using water to determine the operating point. 

The determination of the operating point consists of 

determining the flow rate of water because the fan produces a 

constant flow rate of water.  

The local heat transfer coefficient for the air does not vary 

because air has a minimum capacitive rate, then the NTU 

remains constant [7, 8]. However the overallheat transfer 

coefficient varies proportionally with surface area and with the 

water flow rate because of the variation of the local heat transfer 

coefficient on the side of water. 

The efficiency at the operating point is obtained by 

maintaining a constant temperature of the water at the exit point: 

 eeaeair

req

C 
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WithΦreq :is the required power to bring the water temperature to 

the desired value. 

 Moreover, the efficiency can be expressed in terms of NTU and 

R [10]. 

b. Using air to determine the operating point. 

On the side of air the efficiencies at the operating point and 

the actual efficiency of the system are only function of the inlet 

and outlet temperatures of the two fluids. The determination of 

the operating point allows us to find the outlet temperature of 

water with the knowledge of the outlet air temperature and by 

fixing the water flow rate. 

Considering the two cases, the point of intersection of the 

two efficiency graphs allows us to: 

- In the first case to obtain the water flow rate at the 

operating point for a given temperature of water. 

- In the second case to obtain the outlet water 

temperature for a given water flow rate. 

Since our apparatus has a fixed air flow rate, we will utilize the 

water to determine its operating point.The intersection between 

the two graphs of efficiencies (10 and 11) gives us the flow rate 

of water at the operating point for a given outlet water 

temperature.We hereby present the graphs for the determination 

of the operating point of the double heat exchanger. 

 

Figure 2:Graphs for the determination of the operating point (θes 

=15°C, θee =30°C andθee=0°C) 

Therefore, the knowledge of the desired outlet water and air 

temperatures allows us to determine the water flow rate.For 

example, for an outlet water temperature of 15°C the flow rates 

are respectively  1,925 g/s for an outlet air temperature of 

18°Cand 3,235 g/s for an outlet air temperature of 20°C. 

III.3. Determination ofhms. 

III .3.1. Behavior of humid air 

 

We are now going to do the modeling of this apparatus in a 

humid mode, when the surface temperature of the cold battery is 

negligible compared with the dew temperature of air. The 
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cooling enables the condensation of water vapor. We finally 

obtain a transformation of the form ACD. In practice we assume 

that the transformation is a direct transformation AD. The air 

comes out of the cooling system with a reduced water content 

and temperature [9, 10]. 

 

 
Figure 3: Variationof humid air on the Carrier diagram. 

 

The temperature θmsof figure 3 (point D) is called equivalent 

mean surface temperature of the cold battery. That could be the 

minimum air temperature if the heat transfer processes were 

ideal.In reality the air comes out of the cooling system at an 

intermediary system between points A and B: that is at point E. 

In this figure 2 we have noticed the alignment of the points A, E 

et D from which we can deduce respectively input conditions, 

output conditions and the surface temperature of the cold 

battery. 

The slope of the line passing through these three points is 

given by: 
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This equation is also valid for other parameters like enthalpy, 

specific humidity etcThe pressure at saturation can be expressed 

in its classical form for low temperatures (4°C – 15°C) [7, 10] or 

in its linearized form. 

In its classic form we have: 

32
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Where : 

c1 = 2,4101,   c2 = 35.537  et  c3 = 638.3347 

But we can also linearize it and put it in the form: 

54 ccPSat       14 

Where : 
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Now equating the expressions 13 and 14 we obtain the 

quadratic equation: 
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Solving this quadratic equation, we obtain the mean surface 

temperature. 
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This temperature should have been the exit temperature of air 

if the heat exchanger were ideal.The knowledge of that 

temperature will enable us calculate the enthalpy of air from 

equation 21. 

The amount of water removed from the air is equal to the 

difference between the two absolute humidities in kg per kg of 

dry air, that is: 
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The necessary air flow rate is also given by: 
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If we divide it by the air density we obtain the air flow rate. 

III.3.2. Calculation of the mean surface enthalpy of air 

The mean surface enthalpy of airhmscorrespond to enthalpy of 

saturated air at the mean surface temperature and is given by: 

 mspvvmsmspsatms cLwch    
 

21 

 

Θmsis obtained from the linearized graph in figure 1. 

Wms is obtained when the humid and dry temperatures are 

known. 

 Determination ofcpsat. 

The enthalpy at the dew point is given by:  

 eerpsateer chh   .  
  22 

cpSatcan be estimated when the enthalpy of the dew point is 

known. 
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The dew point is obtained by using the formula established 

by the HVAC associationin France (AICCAV) [11]. 
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Using this formula we calculate hrusing: 

 rpvvaerpar cLwch           24 

And then we deduce the expression of cpSatfrom equation 33. 
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The graphs of the mean surface temperature and mean surface 

enthalpy of the cold battery follow the same pattern. These two 

parameters enable us to characterize the cold battery in a humid 

mode. 

IV. Experimental results. 

This is the experimental part of this work. It consists of 

switching on the battery for an optimal operating point and 

recording input and exit temperatures of air and using the 

proposed technique to obtain at any instant t, the mean surface 

temperature and then the mean surface enthalpy. 

We are now presenting in figure 3 the variation with time of 

the mean surface temperature and the mean surface enthalpy of 

the constructed battery. 

The mass of icy water introduced in the battery is: 2kg,  

The air flow rate is: am =0.13kg/s and the water flow rate is em

=0.5 g/s 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Variation of mean surface temperature and mean 

surface enthalpy with time 

V. Conclusion: 

This work has enabled us to show a technique of determining 

the operating point of the battery by using the efficiencies. Based 

on the external conditions this operating point permits us to 

choose the most appropriate materials for the construction of the 

battery. The experimental determination of the mean surface 

temperature and the mean surface enthalpy enables us to obtain 

the parameters of the cold battery. With the knowledge of these 

experimental parameters we can deduce the local and global heat 

transfer coefficients of the cold battery in humid mode. 
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